Hold-n-Place®
Catheter Securement
Application Instructions
1.

For IV and arterial catheters the Luer connection should
be attached to the inserted catheter.
2. Clean & Prep the skin per hospital protocol.
3. On some patients hair removal or skin prep may be
required for better adhesion.
4. Make sure the skin is clean and dry before applying the
securement device.
5. Pull the top adhesive PULL tab back to the perforations
on the two strips. (A)
6. Slide the securement device under the catheter/sheath
positioning where the catheter tube joins the hub is
centered over the extended point in the center of the
base. (B)
7. Apply gentle pressure to the top of the hub to secure in
the exposed adhesive. (B)
8. Hold the securement device and the catheter in position
while pulling one bottom release liner and press adhesive
to skin, repeat for other side. (C)
9. Remove the PULL tab completely to expose the adhesive
strips. (D)
10. Secure one adhesive strip over and across the catheter
hub applying gentle pressure to the top side of the
adhesive strip, then repeat with the other adhesive strip to
achieve a chevron securement. (E)
11. Press down on securement device to ensure better
adhesion.
12. Apply a transparent dressing over the insertion site.
You can place the transparent dressing over the entire
securement device, however, only mid-way covering the
securement device is recommended to ease dressing
changes.
13. Follow hospital protocol for dressing change interval. If
soiled or saturated in fluid, replace securement device.
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Tape-Strips are included to help stabilize line or tube while
applying the securement device.

Removal
Alcohol swab may be used to help with removal.

Ordering Information
850

Hold-n-Place IV, arterial and mid-line
catheter securement.

50/box

851

Hold-n-Place IV, arterial and mid-line
catheter securement with Prevantics® in
an IV Start Kit.

50/box

852

Hold-n-Place CVC, PICC and arterial
sheath securement

50/box

853

Hold-n-Place CVC, PICC and arterial
sheath securement with large
transparent dressing

50/box

For single patient use. Disposable.
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For an application video please visit
www.dalemed.com

Dale medical products are available from your preferred
hospital/medical supply dealer.
Not made with natural rubber latex.
Patent Pending
Dale® & Hold-n-Place® are registered trademarks of Dale
Medical Products, Inc. in the USA & EU.
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TEL.: +1-508-695-9316

www.dalemed.com
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